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Designed by renowned architecture firm VPLP (winner in 2010 of the prestigious Manley-Bendall Prize by the French Naval Academy and winner of
the "1999 Most Innovative Superyacht" and designer of the best racing yachts in the world) Maita’i (ex CHE) was given a full technical and design
refit by its new owner in 2011. Maita’i has unique style, which is modern and very chic!
On board, the collection of original works of art sets the tone. Paintings, sculptures and furniture designs of Alexander Calder, Auguste Herbin,
Martha Botto, Philippe Stark and Ross Lovegrove are together with modern conveniences such as iPads & iPods in the cabins and the salon, a Wii
games console large screen television and DVD player with 300 movies available in each cabin.
Bed and bath linens and accessories come from the House of Hermès, the crystal stemware from Baccarat, and cutlery from Christofle. Every detail
has been considered to create a high level of quality, beauty and style.
MAITA’I provides sumptuous & luxurious, roomy and very comfortable accommodations completely air conditioned through out her interior.
The crew will make each day of the holidays a very pleasant one: varied and colourful cuisine, thoughtful service, possibility to enjoy various
activities such as fishing, diving or quite simply sipping a cocktail, surrounded by a sublime panorama.
With elegance and a perfect finish of every interior detail she is offering an exceptional comfort and service; 4 crew members ensure to their guests
the ultimate attention and service on board that will guarantee a wonderful vacation.
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Accommodations:
MAITA'I can easily accommodate up to 8 passengers (family only) in 4 cabins with ensuite showers & heads, including an outstanding master cabin
located in the portside hull. 9 guests can be sleeping with an additional child in a pullman.
The starboard hull offers multiple layout combinations; 2 double beds easily split into 4 twins if needed for teenagers or singles, one cabin offers a
triple accommodation with an additional pullman (child size) and additional cabin which has upper & lower berths (length 1,85 m).
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